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0 of 1 review helpful Topnotch anthology on the subject of religion and philosophy By Justin A Clark This book is 
very concise and as a philosophy and religious studies major I find it extremely useful If this is what you re into this 
book is right up your alley Five stars 0 of 1 review helpful Five Stars By peter struzik I hate this book but it s exactly 
what m Comprised of readings from ancient to modern times this volume offers a comprehensive introduction to the 
central questions of the philosophy of religion Provides a history of the philosophy of religion from antiquity up to the 
twentieth century Each section is preceded by extensive commentary written by the editors followed by readings that 
are arranged chronologically Designed to be accessible to both undergraduate and graduate students What 
distinguishes this anthology from others is editors trained in modern philosophy and adept at its strategies who have 
come to learn from classical traditions as well to reflect that breadth and depth in their selections Their ability to range 
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